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If you love books, you'll love this book! The Book Lover's Guide to Great Reading is a

comprehensive tour of literature through the ages that will introduce you to new and wonderful

works and reacquaint you with old favourites. A short description of each title along with

recommendations from author Terry Glaspey will whet your appetite for classic books brimming with

depth, passion, humour and truth. The Book Lover's Guide is much more than just a list of great

literature. Glaspey has substantially revised and expanded his very popular Great books of the

Christian Tradition to help you sort through all the options and set your own personal reading goals.

Chapters like 'Books to help you think like a Christian' and 'How to make use of these reading lists'

will help you narrow your choices and read with discernment as you dive into writing from the likes

of Aristotle, Augustine and W H Auden. The Book Lover's Guide to Great Reading is your ticket to

life long exploration and enjoyment of the great books that shape your minds and our world.
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Terry W Glaspey is an editor at Harvest House Publishers in Eugene, Oregon. He is also a speaker

and a lecturer at Gutenberg College and the author of Children of a Greater God

I purchased this book for a class. It is okay. It can assist someone in deciding some prominent

books to read.



This book is a wonderful source of information on some of the great books that may have been

ignored, or unknown, by readers such as me. The information whets a person's appetite to search

out many of the recommended works of literature.

What if you wanted to read some really great books, and just needed a place to start?Here's the

help you need, from a highly literate author, editor and reader. If you've heard Terry speak at

conferences or seminars for writers, you already know he's witty, articulate and well-informed.This

book condenses the key points, summarizes the main reasons to read, and highlights the worth and

merit of some of the best books ever published in the English language.This is a must-have book for

everyone who loves reading. Stop on almost any page, and you'll find the author featuring a book

you'd love to read! Use this volume as a guide for locating your next favorite book.Terry is an

accomplished editor and prolific author. Watch for his other work here on , including his titles on

C.S. Lewis.Five stars for well-organized, well-crafted reviews of great literature.Dr. David & Lisa

FrisbieTHE CENTER FOR MARRIAGE & FAMILY STUDIESAuthors of "The Soul-Mate Marriage"

and 11 other books

I bought this book several years ago after hearing Terry Glaspey speak at a writers' conference. I

was impressed by the gentle passion in his presentation. The waters obviously run deep in this

man's heart. I've used this book for years to broaden my mind. His one year reading plan for

exploring the classics (p62) is taking me much longer than one year. I'm still on that journey, but I

find the trip well worth the effort. Some of the works he has recommended can be found free or at

greatly reduced prices on Kindle. I also like the section for recommended reading to your children.

Happy reading!

I am a sucker for "books about books", and this is another valuable resource for the bibliophile,

written from a Christian perspective. Actually an expansion from his earlier work, "Great Books of

the Christian Tradition", this is an excellent reference for great books whether classic or

contemporary. Glaspey is not afraid to recommend books with worldviews that are opposed to the

evangelical Christian tradition, which I find very commendable. Unfortunately, there are some

dubious choices included here, in my opinion, that don't stand up to the other great works included,

like Jan Karon's terminally boring "At Home in Mitford", or John Grisham's mildly entertaining but far

from transcendent "The Testament". But you have to admire a guy that has managed to read all



these books (you have, haven't you, Terry?), and his enthusiasm for great literature is contagious. A

must-have for book lovers!

Nice bibliography of classics, ancient and contemporary.

This is a wonderful guide to all kinds of great books. Glaspey features novels, classics from English

literature, and a host of books from theology to Christian spirituality. For a confirmed bibliophile this

is a book to return to again and again. I'll use this book for many years as I continue to read and

collect many excellent books.
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